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He was rich. He was sexy.And he wanted to pay her a million dollars to marry him. What could

possibly go wrong?It was a ludicrous offer!The infamous billionaire bachelor Ryder Carrington was

offering to pay me a million dollars if I would marry him. I was not sure why he needed to do this but

I definitely knew that I would be crazy to turn it down. Now I must begin a new life as a secretly fake

bride to a gorgeous billionaire. This should be seriously fun, or so I thought.... 50 Shades fans will

love this. This is a billionaire steamy romance full of drama, twists and turns. If you want a book that

will keep you reading till the end then this is it. Download now and enjoy!
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Ryder Carrington the billionaire bad boy and Regina a hard working girl trying to put herself through

school make a deal to help him get his inheritance and she gets enough money to pay her bills and

finish school. Well we know life happens when we are busy making plans. Life happens and you get

a lovely HEA! So, go and get it for yourself you will not be disappointed! Loved it!

I loved Ryder's story. He was so reckless until he met a woman that made him want to be better.



Read in one setting and the plot and story held my interest from the beginning. The reconciliation

between Ryder and his father, Carter, was so heart warming until i almost cried.....well written. I

would recommend this book to others. I love this author's work. Will Pierce and their sister have a

book out in the future?

I enjoyed this storyline, love marriage of convenience stories. Ryder was reckless and needed help

with a situation and in comes Regina to help out. I enjoyed how they came to mean something to

each other and the relationship progressed. The story held my attention and I enjoyed Ryder and

Regina's interactions.

Great read. Ryder was a character and had been acting out since his mother died. Regina, although

she married Ryder to help him out of the jam with the senator and his wife, both she and Ryder fell

in love along the way; Even Carter liked her and told Ryder to go get his wife back.

Ryder and Regina were complete opposits, she was/is responsible and hard working. He was a

irresponsible spoiled rich man blaming his father for his mother's death. His goal in life to make his

father suffer at every opportunity. However, he met his match with Regina and his plans takes an

unexpected turn. Really couldn't put it down

This was a good read tugs on your heart Ryder love his family and Regina lost hers to unlikely

people that found love under the most unusual circumstances i like all the characters in this story i

recommended it if you want to read a different kind of love story

Loved it...Four Stars

I voluntarily received an ARC copy of this book. I absolutely love it. So happy for the way things

worked out for them.
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